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Korian is a European care group that specializes in providing services and solutions to older
adults and people with health issues. The company has over 1,000 facilities across France,
Germany, Italy, Belgium, Spain, the Netherlands, and the U.K., and operates via three
segments: long-term care, health care, and community care. In 2020, about 525,000 residents
used its facilities.
In our view, Korian’s Social Financing Framework, published on Oct. 5, 2021, is aligned with:

✔

Social Bond Principles, ICMA, 2021

✔

Social Loan Principles, LMA/LSTA/APLMA, 2021
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Korian’s core objective is to provide services and support to older adults and people with health
issues, as well as their families, through long-term care, health care, and community care. The
group aims to provide quality later-life care that respects its residents’ and patients’ dignity, and
contributes to their quality of life.
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In 2019, Korian launched its environmental, social, and governance (ESG) strategy to address
material ESG challenges in its sector. The strategy consists of five overarching goals: (i) to provide
care excellence while ensuring dignity and choice, (ii) to be an employer of choice; (iii) to facilitate
the development of a more inclusive society; (iv) to be a committed and responsible local care
provider; and (v) to reduce the group’s environmental footprint. Korian reports on its progress
against these core objectives through a series of metrics that illustrate historic performance.
In line with Korian’s mission to provide quality care to older adults and people with health issues,
the group has established a social financing framework. This framework follows Korian’s recently
published Green Bond Framework and subsequent green bond issuance, and its 2020
sustainability-linked Euro private placement. With its Social Financing Framework Korian seeks
to: (i) to increase and improve long-term care nursing home capacity for dependent older adults;
(ii) to increase and improve medical capacity for people in need of medical support; (iii) to increase
and improve access to alternative, nonmedical services, technologies, and housing solutions that
facilitate the retention of older adults’ autonomy; and (iv) to improve the daily provision of care to
and foster a safer living environment for its patients.
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Second Party Opinion Summary
Use of proceeds
Alignment
Score

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social
Loan Principles.

Satisfactory

Strong

Advanced

Korian is committed to using the net proceeds of debt instruments issued under this framework to fund eligible social projects
that fit into the Social Bond Principles’ category of access to essential services (health care).

Process for project evaluation and selection
Alignment
Score

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social
Loan Principles.

Satisfactory

Strong

Advanced

Korian clearly communicates how it will process and approve eligible social projects. Korian will form a social financing
committee, which will comprise members from its corporate social responsibility, human resources, quality, and finance teams, to
evaluate and select various social projects. The committee will also compile a list of activities that Korian will not finance, such as
projects that have not been subject to an environmental review, those where affordability cannot be demonstrated, and any assets
bearing material controversies. As part of its process for project evaluation and selection, Korian also identifies and manages
perceived social and environmental risks.

Management of proceeds
Alignment

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social
Loan Principles.

Korian is committed to tracking the proceeds allocated to eligible social projects until they have been fully allocated. Korian will
monitor the allocation of net proceeds from social debt instruments issued under its framework via its internal accounting and
information systems. Finally, Korian specifies how any unallocated proceeds will be temporarily managed.

Reporting
Alignment
Score

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social
Loan Principles.

Satisfactory

Strong

Advanced

Korian is committed to reporting the allocation of proceeds and the social impact of financed projects on an aggregated basis until
full allocation of the proceeds. An annual social financing report will disclose the allocation of the net proceeds and any social
impact resulting from the social financing proceeds.
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Framework Assessment
Use of proceeds
The Principles make optional recommendations for stronger structuring practices, which inform our commitments opinion as
satisfactory, strong, or advanced. For use of proceeds, we consider the commitments and clarity on how the proceeds are used.

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social Loan
Principles.

Commitments score

Strong

Satisfactory

Advanced

We consider Korian’s overall use of proceeds commitments to be strong.
Korian plans to use its Social Financing Framework to issue social bonds, including private
placements, social loans, and any other social financing instruments deemed eligible. The
proceeds of any instrument issued under the framework will be used exclusively to either
construct, refurbish, or acquire assets; or to provide services, solutions, and technologies that will
enable Korian to meet at least one of its social objectives: (i) to increase and improve long-term
care nursing home capacity for dependent older adults; (ii) to increase and improve medical
capacity for people in need of medical support; (iii) to increase and improve access to alternative,
nonmedical services, technologies, and housing solutions that facilitate the retention of older
adults’ autonomy; and (iv) to improve the daily provision of care to and foster a safer living
environment for its patients. These objectives all fall under the Principles’ category of ‘access to
essential services’, and are therefore aligned with the Principles. Furthermore, Korian’s target
populations are older adults, which Korian defines as being over 65 years of age, and those who
are dependent on others for some degree of care, which is defined by the health authorities or
insurance system of the respective country.
In addition, Korian clearly illustrates the eligibility criteria each project type must satisfy to be
deemed eligible, including that its services are affordable. Two aspects of this framework we
consider as contributing to transparency on use of proceeds are that it describes how the issuer
will disclose the proportion of financing issued under the framework that is used for financing and
refinancing, and that it has a capped look-back period of three years for its refinanced eligible
projects. Equally, an advanced feature of this framework is that it identifies both relevant
sustainability objectives and benefits that would arise through its allocation of proceeds to
eligible social projects. Korian goes further and links its social projects to specific targets from the
U.N.'s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which we view as another positive feature.

Process for project evaluation and selection
The Principles make optional recommendations for stronger structuring practices, which inform our commitments opinion as
satisfactory, strong, or advanced. For our process for project selection and evaluation, we consider the commitments and clarity
on the process used to evaluate and select eligible projects to fund with the proceeds of the sustainable finance instrument.

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social Loan
Principles.

Commitments score

Satisfactory

Strong

Advanced

We consider Korian’s overall process for project evaluation and selection to be strong.
Korian’s Social Financing Framework includes a description of its process to approve and oversee
eligible social projects. Korian has formed a social financing committee, which is comprised of
members of its corporate social responsibility, human resources, quality, and finance teams, to
perform the evaluation and selection process. The committee also consists of members (one
executive from the general management board and an operational expert) with ESG subject
matter expertise. We view this as an advanced feature of the framework. The committee, which
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will meet twice per year, will also compile a list of activities that Korian will not finance, such as
projects that have not been subject to an environmental review, those where affordability cannot
be demonstrated, and any assets bearing material controversies.
Furthermore, the framework is clear on what its process for project evaluation and selection will
deem eligible for financing, and we find that the criteria each target population should satisfy to
be eligible for financing are specific. For example, the exclusionary criteria specifies that where
affordability of assets, projects, and services cannot be demonstrated, these project types are to
be excluded. The framework also uses official definitions to describe its target populations and
uses external data to support their eligibility criteria. We view the clear eligibility criteria as a
strong aspect of this framework.

Management of proceeds
The Principles require disclosure of the issuer’s management of proceeds from sustainable finance over the life of the funding.
The alignment opinion focuses on how clear in the documentation is the issuer’s commitment to ensure that the funds raised will
remain dedicated to eligible sustainability projects throughout the life of the sustainable finance funding.

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social Loan
Principles.

We believe Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with the Principles, since it states that
all proceeds from any financing issued under this framework will be allocated to eligible social
projects and that Korian’s finance and corporate social responsibility teams will track and manage
the allocation of proceeds.
Korian has committed to tracking the details of the use of proceeds annually on an aggregated
basis, and intends to fully allocate proceeds within 24 months of issuance. In addition, should any
amounts remain unallocated, Korian specifies in the framework how any unallocated proceeds
may be temporarily invested or maintained in cash and cash equivalents.

Reporting
The Principles make optional recommendations for stronger disclosure practices, which inform our disclosure opinion as
satisfactory, strong, or advanced. We consider plans for updates on the sustainability performance of the issuer for general
purpose funding, or the sustainability performance of the financed projects over the lifetime of any dedicated funding, including
any commitments to post-issuance reporting.

✔

Korian’s Social Financing Framework is aligned with this component of the Social Bond Principles and Social Loan
Principles.

Disclosure score

Strong

Satisfactory

Advanced

We consider Korian’s overall reporting practices to be strong.
Korian has committed to report annually on the allocation of proceeds and, where feasible, on the
social impact of eligible social projects for the full term of any debt instrument issued under the
framework. This information will be publicly available on Korian’s website and separately reported
in its Universal Registration Document. Allocation reporting will include the total amount of
proceeds allocated, the share of financing versus refinancing, the number of projects, and the
amount of unallocated proceeds, if any.
A strong feature of the framework, in our view, is that Korian will have an independent third party
verify its allocation of funds post issuance. The framework also commits to report on the actual
and expected impact of the projects financed, such as expected additional beneficiaries and
expected additional employment. Similarly, Korian will, on a best-effort basis, disclose the
method and assumptions used to generate these impact indicators. These strong attributes
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notwithstanding, we believe the level of sophistication of these social impact indicators is
somewhat limited but reflects the still-nascent stage of the social financing market.

Mapping To The U.N.'s Sustainable Development Goals
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which the United Nations (U.N.) set up in 2015, form
an agenda for achieving sustainable development by 2030.
We use the International Capital Market Association's (ICMA's) SDG mapping for this part of the
report. We acknowledge that ICMA’s mapping does not provide an exhaustive list of SDGs and that
ICMA recommends each project category be reviewed individually to map it to the relevant SDGs.
Korian’s Social Financing framework intends to contribute to the following SDGs:

Use of proceeds

SDGs

Access to essential services
(health care)

*3. Good health
and well-being

*9. Industry,
innovation and
infrastructure

*10. Reduced
inequalities

*The eligible project categories link to these SDGs in the ICMA mapping.
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Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC or its affiliates (collectively, S&P) receives compensation for the provision of the Sustainable
Financing Opinions product (Product). S&P may also receive compensation for rating the transactions covered by the Product or for
rating the issuer of the transactions covered by the Product. The purchaser of the Product may be the issuer.
The Product is not a credit rating, and does not consider credit quality or factor into our credit ratings. The Product does not consider,
state or imply the likelihood of completion of any projects covered by a given financing, or the completion of a proposed financing. The
Product encompasses Second Party Opinions and Transaction Evaluations. Second Party Opinions consider features of a financing
transaction and/or financing framework and provide an opinion regarding alignment with certain third-party published sustainable
finance principles and guidelines (“Principles”). For a list of the Principles addressed by our Second Party Opinions, see the Analytical
Approach and Analytical Supplement, available at www.spglobal.com.Transaction Evaluations provide an opinion which reflects our
assessment of the potential relative environmental benefit of the funded or resilience projects. The Product is a statement of opinion
and is neither a verification nor a certification. The Product is a point in time evaluation reflecting the information provided to us at the
time that the Product was created and published, and is not surveilled. The Product is not a research report and is not intended as
such.
S&P's credit ratings, opinions, analyses, rating acknowledgment decisions, any views reflected in the Product and the output of the
Product are not investment advice, recommendations regarding credit decisions, recommendations to purchase, hold, or sell any
securities or to make any investment decisions, an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security,
endorsements of the suitability of any security, endorsements of the accuracy of any data or conclusions provided in the Product, or
independent verification of any information relied upon in the credit rating process. The Product and any associated presentations do
not take into account any user’s financial objectives, financial situation, needs or means, and should not be relied upon by users for
making any investment decisions. The output of the Product is not a substitute for a user’s independent judgment and expertise. The
output of the Product is not professional financial, tax or legal advice, and users should obtain independent, professional advice as it
is determined necessary by users.
While S&P has obtained information from sources it believes to be reliable, S&P does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of
due diligence or independent verification of any information it receives.
S&P and any third-party providers, as well as their directors, officers, shareholders, employees or agents (collectively S&P Parties) do
not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Product. S&P Parties are not responsible for any errors or
omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, for reliance of use of information in the Product, or for the security or
maintenance of any information transmitted via the Internet, or for the accuracy of the information in the Product. The Product is
provided on an “AS IS” basis. S&P PARTIES MAKE NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDED BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE ACCURACY, RESULTS, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT, OR FOR THE SECURITY OF THE WEBSITE FROM WHICH THE PRODUCT IS ACCESSED. S&P
Parties have no responsibility to maintain or update the Product or to supply any corrections, updates or releases in connection
therewith. S&P Parties have no liability for the accuracy, timeliness, reliability, performance, continued availability, completeness or
delays, omissions, or interruptions in the delivery of the Product.
To the extent permitted by law, in no event shall the S&P Parties be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary,
compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost
income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence, loss of data, cost of substitute materials, cost of capital,
or claims of any third party) in connection with any use of the Product even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
S&P maintains a separation between commercial and analytic activities. S&P keeps certain activities of its business units separate
from each other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain business units
of S&P may have information that is not available to other S&P business units. S&P has established policies and procedures to
maintain the confidentiality of certain nonpublic information received in connection with each analytical process.
For PRC only: Any “Sustainable Financing Opinions” or “assessment” assigned by S&P Global Ratings: (a) does not constitute a credit
rating, rating, sustainable financing framework verification, certification or evaluation as required under any relevant PRC laws or
regulations, and (b) is not intended for use within the PRC for any purpose which is not permitted under relevant PRC laws or
regulations. For the purpose of this section, “PRC” refers to the mainland of the People’s Republic of China, excluding Hong Kong,
Macau and Taiwan.
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